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Unsupervised Machine Learning

Take control of your route planning hassle
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Via AI-powered Logistics Optimization Platform

Our Technology

AI-driven Reinforcement Learning

Store 1221

Store 1234

Store 1211
Zones

Tailor-made analytics tool to help you 
optimize and manage logistics more 
effectively for many applications

Logistics reimagined

Product distribution

Sales visitation

Delivery network

Auditing

Find out more about Via

Our AI-powered route optimizer engine utilizes 
state-of-the-art optimization and machine 
learning methods to deliver cost efficient and 
practical solutions that takes into account all of 
your real word operational needs such as

- Geographical constraint 
- Fleet size 
- Stop frequency 

Features

Advanced Route Planner
Real-world tested route 

sequence with flexible manual 
override to ensure practicality

Optimally assign agents to 
delivery zones

We developed proprietary machine 
learning algorithms to effectively assign 
agents to boundary to cluster routing 
groups 

Create optimal routes and visit 
sequences faster

We employ state of the art AI-driven 
algorithms  to solve large scale routing 
optimization problems to near optimal 
solution in a practical time frame

Smart Fleet Allocation
Optimally assign your resources 

for maximum output

Multi-optimizer
Optimize based on your business 

needs from cost, workload, skillset, 
or a mixed balance!

EZ Management Tool
User-friendly platform and app 
offer real-time tracking, process 

confirmation, alerts and more

- Work hours
- Road & traffic 
- Safety & practicality 

How it works? 

Via for your business
Consumer Goods
Improve agility while keeping costs in 
check to ensure on-shelf availability 
against cutthroat competition

E-commerce
Elevate your service level by 
real-time delivery tools for managing 
orders to customer quick and cheap 

Third-party logistics
Smoothly run your optimized 
operation with easy-to-use order 
management tools

Retail
Enable consistent product 
fulfillment for your customers 
without hassle

Franchise
Increase QC audits with same 
resource to help maintain brand 
image and service excellence

Service
Optimally allocate resources for 
better serviceability 

Up to  

40% more  
deliveries with 
same resource 

Save up to

80% of 
planning time Optimal Solutions 

Guaranteed 


